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FareShare Sussex
and Covid19
This year the Covid pandemic has brought our vital work at FareShare
Sussex into very sharp focus.
A sudden increase in the need for emergency food meant that our vision
for a more ‘resilient community where no good food goes to waste: less
hunger, greater potential’ is as important as ever. The level of job losses
caused by the pandemic is not yet clear, but as this coming year unfolds
the need for our services will certainly increase.
From the first lockdown in April 2020 we quickly managed to double the
volume of food that we delivered to vulnerable people in our community.

ROB ORME

Chief Executive

By July 2020 we had tripled that amount. Although some community
partners needed to close their doors for safety, many new ones joined us
as a result of the pandemic including a number of Covid specific food
hubs. Our work gained national recognition with the fantastic support of
footballer Marcus Rashford who brought FareShare very much into the
limelight of the Covid response.
The threefold increase in our food provision simply could not be achieved
without the incredible support of our 150 volunteers. They are the true
‘engine room’ of the charity, working in the warehouse and driving our
delivery vans. Quickly adapting to ever-changing rules and processes to
ensure social distancing meant that deliveries could still be picked and
distributed safely. I cannot speak highly enough of their achievements.
This year the challenges we have faced highlighted all aspects of our
vision, mission and values. We remained fully committed to our
employability training programme throughout, working closely with
volunteers who need additional support, and have added an electric van
and e-cargo bike to our fleet as part of sustainability objectives.
Going forwards, as the full effects of Covid are revealed, we will continue
to adapt to the increasing demand for emergency food. The support of
funders big and small, our volunteers and community partners is simply
invaluable as we work together in response to this crisis.

OUR VISION:
no good food
goes to waste
in Sussex and Surrey

Rob Orme,
Chief Executive
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A YEAR IN PICTURES
2020-2021

HIGHLIGHTS

WE PROVIDED
ENOUGH FOOD
FOR 10,000 MEALS
FOR VULNERABLE
PEOPLE EVERY DAY

WE REDISTRIBUTED
OVER 1500 TONNES
OF FOOD ACROSS
SUSSEX AND SURREY
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A TOTAL OF 58,887 HOURS
WERE GIFTED IN THE FIRST
LOCKDOWN FROM 160
VOLUNTEERS

WE ENABLED
THE CREATION
OF 3.6 MILLION
MEALS

161 COMMUNITY FOOD
MEMBERS RECEIVED OUR
FOOD AND WEEKLY FED
21,570 PEOPLE
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BLACK & MINORITY ETHNIC
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
COMMUNITY FOOD MEMBER CASE STUDY
The BMECP (Black and Minority Ethnic
Community Partnership) operate a much needed
food bank in Brighton and Hove. Supported by
Fareshare Sussex they provide culturally specific
food for the BAME community. Since it was set
up in May 2020 in response to the Covid
pandemic, demand for this valuable and unique
service has continued to grow. It is clear that
child hunger is increasingly an issue for the local
community, made so much worse by the
pandemic; 'at the beginning we were getting
40-42 families a week, which rose to 60 during
the second lockdown. Now, on average, we are
seeing 70 a week.'

The food bank gets referrals from other
organisations, but also takes self-referrals too.
Juliet, BMECP’s Marketing and Fundraising
Manager, explains that 'there was a central
referral system via the council, but when we set
up our BAME food bank we decided to also
take self-referrals. Some people don’t feel
comfortable going through the council. Being a
pandemic everybody needs food, and we
couldn’t leave them out.' BMECP operate the
food bank on Fridays between 12 and 3pm
where they also provide guidance on how
people can get help with accommodation,
childcare and mental health issues.

"During the pandemic the number of foodbanks in Brighton and
Hove has increased, but none are focusing on BAME needs. We
provide culturally specific food, making up packages according to
where someone is from."
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With plans to phase out the food bank in June,
Juliet tells us that BMECP are focusing on
other ways to help the BAME community; 'I
don’t want people to become too dependent
on the food bank, but rather help them to
rebuild their lives like getting back into work.
Therefore, I want us to focus more on the
Centre’s new Internet hub, which will offer a
drop-in service where people can work on
their CVs and search for work.' Since receiving
funds to purchase the computers, creation of
the Internet hub is well underway and should
be ready by early summer.
BMECP is run out of Brighton's Fleet Street
and is a not-for-profit organisation. They are
funded by Social Investment Business, which
provided a loan for buying its premises, and
also Brighton and Hove City Council. Their
overall aim is to create a sustainable resource
centre for the local BAME community by
offering affordable and welcoming spaces for
training, meetings and cultural events. The
monies from this are reinvested back into the
Centre, generating enough surplus funds to
not only be sustainable but also to fund inhouse projects, including training and events,
to provide further support to the BME
community.
The Covid pandemic deeply impacted BMECP's
ability to hire out rooms and office facilities,

“If someone comes
from Africa or is
AfroCaribbean, their
package will include rice,
cooking oil and maybe
plantain; if from the
Middle East they will get
couscous; and from
India, chapatis. Other
food banks will be giving
the same to everyone.”

negatively effecting their main source of
income. The Centre is currently looking at
ways to promote their facilities for hire once
the pandemic ends.

Full article available on
https://faresharesussex.org.uk/BMECP
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VOICES IN EXILE
COMMUNITY FOOD MEMBER CASE STUDY
Voices in Exile work with refugees, asylum

FareShare Sussex has been delivering to

seekers and vulnerable migrants in East and

Voices in Exile since March 2018, helping

West Sussex and Surrey who are often

them to feed on average 100 people a week

marginalised, isolated and denied access to

- including 45 families. In response to the

mainstream services. Many flee countries with

Covid pandemic, Voices in Exile adapted their

horrific human rights records and seek safety

weekly food bank into a food parcel delivery

in the UK only to end up in immigration limbo,

service run by a team of dedicated

often with their families. Unfortunately some

volunteers. Emergency supplies and culturally

end up homeless. Voices in Exile offer practical

appropriate food are delivered to people who

and legal support including a weekly food and

are self-isolating and in danger of going

toiletries bank.

hungry. They pack the food into food parcels
which are driven to families all over the city.

“FareShare Sussex offers a variety of food in consistent amounts.
They are reliable and organised, and have been incredibly
supportive over the pandemic.”

FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021
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Without deliveries from FareShare, Voices in
Exile would have to rely much more on
donations from individuals and other
organisations as well as spending money
allocated to holistic support on food
shopping.
Tinashe is one of the many people Voices in

“FareShare Sussex are
responsible for providing
food for organisations all
over our city. Supporting
them is supporting hundreds
of beneficiaries like us who
need help from the
community.”

Exile have supported. He fled the
Zimbabwean regime and made it to the UK
to seek asylum and safety. He was refused
asylum and became dependent on vital
support from friends and charities while he
sought further legal advice. Like many, his
support network collapsed when Covid-19
led to a national lockdown and he was forced
into homelessness. Since working with
Tinashe, Voices in Exile has provided food and
other essential items, helped him get off the
streets and given him back a basic level of
dignity.
Voices in Exile offer a holistic approach to
practical support, in addition to a weekly
food and toiletries bank for those who are
destitute, they also advocate for, accompany
and enable people to access services, build
community, and develop their own potential
through a programme of learning and
creative activities. They seek to encourage
people to find positive ways to address their
own needs, build skills and resilience, and
work towards integration in the UK through
an active programme of volunteering and
mentoring.
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SUPPLIER CASE STUDY

HIGGIDY
PIES

Higgidy Pies have been an active supporter of
FareShare for many years, both locally and
nationally, by donating surplus stock and
through their ‘share a piece of the pie’
campaigns. Their help has been invaluable,
particularly during the Covid pandemic. When
our monthly food donations surged from 50 to
150 tonnes, Higgidy funded a full-time forklift
truck lift driver for three months to work in our
warehouse unloading and storing pallets laden
with food.
Their incredible support increased further in
March 2021 when, in celebration of British Pie
Week, Higgidy repeated its 'share a piece of the
pie’ campaign. For each Higgidy pie sold in the
UK the company donated a product to
FareShare. As Amy Bellchambers, Higgidy’s
Senior Marketing Manager explains, ‘the
founders are very much behind FareShare and
the work they do. As a team we are always
looking for ways to support FareShare. Last
year, we were able to give an extra 79,000
products, and based on forecasts for this year
we are looking at 100,000! All of these
donations will be provided via surplus stock
which helps us to reduce waste too.'

FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021

"Community is very much
at the heart of Higgidy and
what we do. Our link with
FareShare is a great way of
us supporting not only the
local community but the
wider community too as we
also support FareShare on a
national level. Tackling
food waste is hugely
important and has become
even more so over the past
year. Partnering with
FareShare helps us combat
this, ensuring any surplus
stock is going to a worthy
cause."
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“As we are in the food and drink industry we’ve been in quite a
fortunate position throughout the pandemic. Luckily, our sales
have been strong as people are still food shopping and looking
for ways to treat themselves. Our acknowledgement of this and
that many others are in a more disadvantaged position since the
pandemic has driven us to want to help where we can.”

Higgidy’s origins go back to 2003
with Camilla Stephens making pies
in her kitchen. Camilla and husband,
James Foottit, and his school friend,
Mark Campbell, set up the Higgidy
brand in 2006, getting the idea of
the name from a child tasting a pie
and describing it as being a bit
‘Higgidy’.
Today, the company manufactures
a range of food products that are
sold in shops and supermarkets
around the UK. It continues to
expand, having launched 30 new
products last year. This April alone
it will be introducing nine more
new products. Higgidy employs
around 300 people and has recently
acquired another building at its site
in Shoreham-by-Sea to
accommodate the growth.
Higgidy also runs a food donation
project called the Higgidy Helping
Hand Scheme, distributing food
parcels to charities in the area.
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THE
COVID CRUNCH
When Covid19 hit, our phones didn’t stop

We also gained 33 new community food

ringing. So many people fell into food poverty

members, including Government Hubs, that we

as soon as the country locked down. We were

could provide food for. This enabled those

astounded.

people who’d been calling us for support to be
able to eat.

Initially 23 of our community food members,
mainly breakfast and lunch clubs, were forced to

Overall, since Covid19 began, the number of

request a temporary suspension from our

vulnerable people in our community who are in

services as the Covid restrictions meant they

need of food has risen sharply. Each week we

couldn’t continue to operate safely. Happily

now provide food for 21,570 people and each

however, by June/July 2020, 10 of these groups

month we have redistributed an average of 130

had managed to find new Covid-safe ways to

tonnes of produce. That’s two and a half times

operate and were able to return to feeding

the amount we usually deal with, enough to

people in need.

create 3.6 million meals!

"During 2020/21 we regularly provided food to 161 charities
and community groups, and the number of vulnerable people
that we provided food for every week rose to 21,570."
3

"In March 2020, when the hospitality industry closed
down we were offered tonnes of food. We took as much
as we could fit in our warehouses and redistributed it to
people in need."
In order to process all of the extra food
being donated, and to work in a Covid-safe
way, we had to rethink our warehouse
layout and processes. Luckily, the weather
was good for much of 2020, so we were
able to work outside. We searched for a 4th
warehouse to store our additional food in,
but were unable to find anything suitable.
Instead, we set up a new system for picking
our orders and storing it in our refrigerated
delivery vehicles overnight. This gave our
teams of volunteers and staff enough room
to work in a Covid-safe way on our
premises.
We were extremely fortunate to be awarded
additional Covid funding from our
supporters (listed on pages 24 and 25)
that enabled us to employ more staff to
work in our warehouse, purchase PPE and
cleaning materials, operate more delivery
routes using our vehicles, clean our
premises, buy new safety equipment so that
we could clean regularly and train our new
volunteers.

Without this extra funding
from our amazing supporters
we simply wouldn’t have
been able to respond to this
unprecedented need.
3 11

OUR
VOLUNTEERS

THANK YOU

At the start of the first lock-down over 70 of our

An enormous thank you to our incredible FareShare

regular volunteers were unable to work with us as

Sussex volunteers for their work with us this year.

they needed to shield because of their vulnerability.

Each and every one of you has been amazing. You

To take their places we recruited new volunteers,

truly are Food Heroes and it would have been

often these were employees who were on furlough.

impossible for us to get through the pandemic

Within two weeks of the first national lockdown, they

without you all.

were all inducted and working with us in our
warehouses. An incredible achievement.

So many people from all walks of life gave up their
time and really supported FareShare Sussex in our

From August 2020, many of our volunteers on

mission to get food out to those who found

furlough were able to return to work and our more

themselves in great need during the national crisis.

vulnerable volunteers who had been isolating or

Every week between 110 and 150 volunteers

shielding felt safe enough to come back and work

worked with us in a truly community-spirited effort

with us. Sadly however the second and third

to help out people who had fallen into food poverty

lockdowns meant that the above situation was

as a result of the pandemic.

repeated twice over. What a year for everyone!

"I was really impressed with how everyone in the warehouse abides by
social distancing and hand-washing rules - I always felt very safe during
my shifts and it was great to have this as part of my routine during what
was a pretty turbulent year to say the least."
FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021
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FREYA'S STORY
Before she started volunteering with us in February

Over the course of six weeks Freya spent time in the

2020 Freya had often seen the FareShare vans out and

warehouse as well as working on exercises that would

about and wondered about the work that we

help her to look for alternative employment and raise

did at our warehouses near to her home in

her confidence. As the course drew to a close in March

Moulsecoomb. Unfortunately in Autumn 2019, Freya

and the spectre of Covid-19 loomed on the horizon,

suffered a stroke which meant hospitalisation, two

Freya started volunteering at FareShare several times a

major operations, and a sudden end to her career as a

week using her newly found confidence to remind

self employed gardener.

people to keep washing their hands!

A few months later she saw a flyer for our Fareshare

Speaking about FareShare Futures, Freya said she

Futures course in the local job centre and decided to

'gained the most by being active and becoming a part

give it a go. Freya tells us that 'my favourite part of the

of something.' In October Freya joined the staff team

job is going out on the vans. You get to see the other

here at FareShare. Now, as well as continuing one of

side of what we do here. I also like picking the orders,

her volunteer shifts, she also makes sure the office and

it’s fun to see all the weird and wonderful food that

common areas are kept clean and safe.

comes through our doors.'

"Coming here helps me to feel good about myself and it’s nice to be
able to feel useful in the current situation. I like the inclusivity of
FareShare, and the way you support people to volunteer here"
13

INDIVIDUAL GIVING
SUPPORTED BY OUR COMMUNITY
We've always had a fantastic network

We are extremely thankful for the support

around us but this year FareShare Sussex

of local digital agencies Tilt and Creative

received a real boost in support from our

Bloom who have helped us to create and

community who rallied round and got

promote our new website this year. This

behind us at a time when we needed it more

has made it easier than ever for people to

than ever. Every kind message of thanks and

make donations, learn about our work and

each individual donation that came in fuelled

get involved. In particular, we're especially

our motivation to keep on working hard

grateful to individuals who give regular

throughout the busiest time FareShare has

monthly donations. Such a simple way to

ever seen.

support us, it helps us to plan and grow
sustainably.

“I felt compelled to do something after feeling ashamed that people are
living in poverty in a country like ours. I am really busy at work with no time
to volunteer. With a monthly donation I know I am doing something and
FareShare can use the money where it is required.”
Sarah, donating since 2013
If you would like to give a monthly donation to support our work simply go to
https://faresharesussex.org.uk/get-involved/donate/

FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021

"We are delighted to support the
incredibly valuable work done by
Fareshare Sussex. Now more
than ever, local families and

CORPORATE
GIVING
This year local businesses really got behind
FareShare Sussex and the work we are doing to
help combat the results of the ongoing
pandemic. Between them they donated £65,000
to support our work. This is the largest amount
of money we have ever raised in one year from
businesses. We would like to say a really big
thank you to all of them. Without their
generosity we simply couldn’t have extended the
work we do to meet the needs of people in food
poverty.

communities need the life-line
that Fareshare, and the charities
they support, can offer. Many of
our team at BrightLocal grew up
in Sussex, while others have
made their homes and lives here,
and we feel privileged to be able
to help the amazing communities
in which we work and live.”
Myles Anderson | CEO
& Cofounder BrightLocal

Going forwards, we’ve teamed up with small
business fundraising platform Work for Good
(www.workforgood.co.uk) who make it super
easy for businesses to donate to us through the
sales of their products and services. Donating to
us through the platform also gives businesses
the opportunity to set up a Work for Good page
to publicise their giving story to customers,
clients, employees and shout about their support
for us. If you know a business who you think
might like to donate to us, please share this
page with them:
https://workforgood.co.uk/charities/faresharesussex-1/
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MARCUS RASHFORD'S
WORK WITH FARESHARE
A big part of the surge in support we received

All too aware of just how vulnerable millions

during the Covid pandemic was due to the

of families were to falling into hardship, and

involvement of footballer Marcus Rashford

how the crisis and imminent school closures

who is using his platform to campaign for an

could exacerbate the issue, the England and

end to child food poverty. He has been an

Manchester United player acted quickly.

ambassador of FareShare on a national level

Marcus partnered with FareShare, made

since March 2020.

several significant financial donations to help
ensure vulnerable children could continue to

Marcus has first hand experience of food

access food from FareShare and called on his

poverty as his own family relied on breakfast

millions of followers to contribute too.

clubs, free school meals and at times, food
banks. Raised by mum Melanie Maynard, who
worked full time earning minimum wage, it

Marcus’ support of FareShare
has been transformational

was often not enough.
Since March 2020, Marcus has helped raise

“The system was not built
for families like mine to
succeed, regardless of how
hard my mum worked.”

FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021

enough money to enable FareShare to
distribute the equivalent of over 12.3 million
meals across the nation for children and
families who might otherwise have not been
able to eat.

3

In a short space of time, Marcus has helped
raise awareness of child hunger in the UK,
driving the issue to the top of the news
agenda. He launched and spearheaded the
Child Food Poverty Taskforce, a group of
more than 15 organisations that FareShare
is a founding member of, who have come
together to support the National Food
Strategy and share real-time statistics and
stories of those affected by child hunger in
the UK.
In November 2020, after campaigning by
the Child Food Poverty Taskforce, the
Government announced a Winter Package
to support the UK’s most vulnerable
children through Winter 2020 until Easter
2021. To help support families most in
need across the UK, the Child Food Poverty
Taskforce has now launched
www.endchildfoodpoverty.org, an online
resource where people can find support, or
find out how to help charities, in their local
area.
Marcus has also successfully influenced
government policy with his
#MakeTheUTurn campaign, which saw the
voucher scheme that was a replacement for

Marcus and FareShare have
come together to help tackle

free school meals through the lockdown,

childhood hunger in the UK,

extended over the summer, ensuring 1.3

and we are very grateful for

million vulnerable children could continue
to access food.

his support.
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HOW

FARESHARE

WORKS
FareShare Sussex is part of a national
network of FareShare Regional Centres.
During 2020/21 we worked with 161
Community Food Members:
40 Food Banks
20 Community/Day/Training Centres
20 Supported Housing
10 Children’s and Family Centres
11 Community Cafes
7 Hospice, Carehome or Medical Facility
7 School Breakfast or After School Clubs
8 Drop In Service or Advice Centres
5 Hostels
3 Lunch Clubs
2 Out Of School or Youth Centres
4 Places of Worship
6 Refuges
4 Residential Rehabilitation Services
4 Community Fridges
5 Soup Kitchens
5 Community Food Hubs

We have 3 key elements
Making sure that food gets to people who are
vulnerable and affected by food poverty, via our
Community Food Members who are themselves charities
or community groups. We reach hungry people of all
demographics: children living in poverty, elderly people
living in isolation, victims of domestic violence,
homeless people, those fighting addiction, disabled
people, those who are unwell, ex-offenders and lowincome families struggling to put food on the table.

Sourcing surplus food
from the supply
industries, that would
otherwise go to waste
or end up in landfill.

Empowering an army of 150 volunteers who work
with us in our warehouse to sort and pack food
ready for transportation and drive the vans to
deliver it. Our diverse volunteer workforce includes
ex-offenders, asylum seekers, adults with learning
disabilities and people with mental health issues.
We offer supported pathways and employment
training to encourage volunteers back into the
workforce.

19

THE
FLAVOUR
PROJECT
The FLAVOUR Project, now is in its 3rd year,
has been successful despite the many pressures
of the pandemic. We’ve been busy sharing
knowledge and experience with our European
partners in France and Belgium, about how we
work with FareShare UK and the national
network of regional centres, to help them
create similar lasting networks. The team have
been inventing ways to process food in a
shared kitchen with our UK partners Feedback
Global and Brighton and Hove Food
Partnership, and training groups of people
from a distance through a range of innovative
webinars and training videos.

For the last year, we have tried and
tested different recipes to increase
the shelf life of our fresh produce.
Using simple, age-old techniques of
preservation, mostly with sugar,
salt and drying methods, we have
created over 20 products. These
include salted caramel using surplus
milk, carrot jam, pineapple chutney,
pear jam, pomegranate molasses and
a variety of fruit leathers (dried
pureed fruit) to name a few.

"Sometimes at FareShare
we're inundated with
one particular type of fruit
or vegetable, which can
be tricky to get distributed
in time. The FLAVOUR
Re-Store project hopes to
solve that problem."

FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021

A generous sugar donation from
British Sugar made much of the food
preservation possible. Over
Christmas 2020 we shared all our
creations with the wonderful
FareShare volunteers. As the project
progresses, we hope to distribute
our treats to the community and
engage keen learners to join the
team.
Employability Programme
If 2020 taught us one thing, it was
how to adapt to new ways of
working, and this was especially
prevalent in changing how we
deliver training and what we focus
on. As well as running an in-person
course we are also working with our
partners to create a training guide
designed to help mentors who are
working with people looking to get
into the food industry. The training
guide will explore issues around
issues of food safety, manual
handling and work habits. We're
excited to soon have a resource in
place that we can provide to our
community food members who work
with volunteers and support them to
develop their employability skills.
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THE
ELECTRIC
VEHICLE
PROJECT
Fareshare Sussex are now the proud
owners of an electric van and electric cargo
bike! We were thrilled to be awarded
funding by The Waste and Resources
Action Programme (WRAP) to pilot this
new project. The vehicles will enable us to
expand our operations by increasing the
amount of surplus food we can collect and
redistribute from local suppliers to more of
our Community Food Members.
They also help us to lead the way in
sustainable transport logistics for our
organisation, cutting both air pollution and
our carbon emissions.

"We are delighted to help
FareShare Sussex in its important
work through the Resource Action
Fund. Resource efficiency projects
such as this will help us achieve
our goal of preventing waste, and
better managing our precious
natural resources." Peter Maddox,
Director WRAP
FareShare Sussex Impact Report 2021

This funding enabled us to employ two
new members of staff to manage and
coordinate the first year of this pilot
project, with the aim of embedding the
electric vehicles into the everyday
operations of our work. As part of this
work, we are recruiting and training over
50 new volunteers in addition to
upskilling some of our current volunteers,
enabling us to further increase our
volunteers’ employability and wellbeing.

OUR
FINANCES
We are happy to report that this year has given us
another healthy balance sheet. A direct result of all
the hard work that everyone here has put into
fundraising. We are taking some reserves with us
into the new financial year and are following best
practice guidelines to build enough reserves to
cover six months of running costs. Full accounts
will be available from the Charity Commission. All
figures are subject to auditing.

INCOME

85.79%
Voluntary income (grants,
donations etc) £818,599

14.21%
Charitable activity
£135,624

“The Trustees were looking to
offer quick, targeted support to
the immediate COVID-19 frontline
food supply issues. FareShare
offered an organised and efficient
use of our limited funds and
operates across the whole of Sussex
so we felt confident the grant
achieved our goal of a small amount
making a BIG difference. We look
forward to keeping in touch and
possible future funding too.”

EXPENDITURE

97.48%
Charitable Activities
£789,446

2.38%
Cost of generating income
£19,310

0.13%
Governance costs
£1,091

Richard Piggot
Manager, The Homity Trust
23
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PAGE 02

OUR
SUPPORTERS
Thank You
Thank you to our regular
individual donors, your support
ensures our stability.

The 29th May 1961 Charity
Air Partner Plc
Aisbitt Family Fund
Albion As One Fund
Albion 4C Group
Asda
Balmonds

Thank you to everybody who
has raised money for us through
online challenges and our
Facebook Fundraisers.

Bewilderbox Brighton
The Big Give
BSWANKY
Bright Local
Brighton and Hove Buses
Brighton and Hove Council
Brighton Gin
Brighton Paper Round Ltd

Thank you to the following
community fundraising groups:
One Fell Swoop, Worplesdon
Wolves under 11s, Project
Spartan, Eco Panda and Quiz
Face.

The Chalk Cliff Trust
Clarity Environmental Ltd
Clothworkers Foundation
Colin Family Foundation
The Community Trust of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Create Internet Ltd
Creative Bloom
Derek and Eileen Dodgson Foundation
The Desmond Foundation
Enjoolata Foundation

Thank you so much for all the
donations of time, food, money
and in-kind support.

Ernest Kleinwort Charitable Trust
The February Foundation
Fold
The Friarsgate Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
Golden Lion Pub Group

Thank you to Sandra Staufer,
illustrator and Excell Design for
your work on our electric bike.

Groundsure
Henry Smith Charity

Higgidy
The Hobson Charity Limited
The Homity Trust
Horsham Coffee Roasters
Interreg 2 Seas
Jesbrow Foundation
Jumping Jellyfish Ltd
The Lennox Hannay Charitable Trust
The Lord Barnby Foundation
Lund Trust
Mask Makers UK
Money Saving Expert Fund
MOSHIMO
National Lottery Community Fund
The Pebble Trust
Police Property Act Fund
The Rotary Club
The RS Brownless Charitable Trust
Sainsbury’s Stores – Brighton
Sansom Enterprises
The Screwfix Foundation
Sideshow Tattoos
The Silver Lady Trust
The Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust
Souter Charitable Trust
South by West Worthing
Sugarhill Boutique
Sussex Community Foundation
Sussex Crisis Fund
T Reeve & Sons
Tillo
Unite The Union
Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP)

“It is heartening to see the number
of organisations receiving food
from you during 2020, and
humbling to see all that you have
had to do in order to keep that
service going.”
Sally Case
Director Ernest Keinwort
Charitable Trust

We Are Tilt
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GET
INVOLVED
VOLUNTEER
Our volunteers are known as Food Heroes,
simply because we wouldn’t exist without
them! Would you like to join our team?
We are always on the lookout for new
recruits. It’s a great way to give something
back to the community or useful
experience for getting back into the
workplace. Get in touch to speak about
our available positions:
www.faresharesussex.org.uk/getinvolved/volunteer-with-us/

LOCAL BUSINESSES
Do you know a business that you think
might like to be involved with us? Maybe
the organisation you work for might like to
donate to our charity? We offer a range of
flexible business partnership options, from
team volunteering days at our warehouse to
donating funds towards the cost of running
our food delivery vans.

DONATE FOOD
If you are a food business or individual that
would like to make a food donation get in
touch today. Please note we cannot accept
unlabelled prepared foods or items passed
their “use by” dates.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: @FareShareSussex
Instagram: @faresharesussex
LinkedIn: FareShare Sussex
Twitter:@FareShareSussex

CONTACT DETAILS
Fareshare Sussex,
Unit 3 – 4
Fairway Business Centre,
Westergate Road,
Brighton
BN2 4JZ
Web: www.faresharesussex.org.uk
Email: info@faresharesussex.org.uk
Telephone: 01273 671111

FareShare Sussex is operated by registered charity
City Gate Community Projects. Charity number
1093245, Company Number 04298200
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